PRIVACY POLICY

Thank you for visiting www.dynardo.de. During the processing of your personal data, the protection of your privacy is a major concern for us. We process personal-related data that is collected when you visit our website in accordance with current regulations.

Collection and processing of data
When you visit our website the web server automatically records the IP address of the requesting computer. Thus, we can see the website from which you visit us, our websites you visit and the date and time of your visit as well as the browser and the operating system you use on your computer. However, it is usually not possible nor intended to relate this data to a certain person. Personal data is only saved if you voluntarily provide it, for example as part of an application or request.

Use and transfer of personal data
Additional personal data will only be used if it is provided. This is usually only necessary to be able to answer your questions and for technical administration or customer support. Your personal information will be transferred to third parties only for the purpose of contract execution, in particular the transfer of order data.

Withdrawal
You have the right to withdraw a given consent which has any prospective effect at any time. Your stored personal data will be deleted after you have withdrawn your consent to store it or if the storage is inadmissible for other legal reasons.

Related Links
Our website provides additional links to third party websites. For the content of linked pages, only the operators of these pages are responsible.

Safety note
We ensure that your personal data is safe by taking all technical and organizational safety, so they are not accessible to third parties. When communicating by e-mail, the complete data security cannot be guaranteed. Thus we recommend sending confidential information only by post.

Google Analytics
This website uses Google Analytics, a web analytics service provided by Google, Inc. ("Google"). Google Analytics uses “cookies”, which are text files placed on your computer, to help the website analyze how users use the site. The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website (including your IP address) will be transmitted to and stored by Google on servers in the United States. Google will use this information for the purpose of evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports on website activity for website operators and providing other services relating to website activity and internet usage. Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by law, or where such third parties process the information on Google’s behalf. Google will not associate your IP address with any other data held by Google. You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. By using this website, you consent to the processing of data about you by Google in the manner and for the purposes set out above.
Right to information
If you have questions about this privacy statement or your personal information, please contact the Dynardo team.